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We have measured the ratio of cross sections for double to single ionization of helium by Compton scat-
tering, RC5sC

11/sC
1 , at photon energies of 40, 80, and 100 keV using cold target recoil-ion momentum

spectroscopy. Comparison with calculations involving highly correlated initial states and approximate final
states with and without final-state correlations, represented by 3C and 2C wave functions respectively, shows
that the influence of final-state correlations persists to very high photon energies. A comparison with recent
charged-particle data is made.@S1050-2947~99!04701-0#

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Cy, 31.25.2v, 39.30.1w
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I. INTRODUCTION

Double ionization in high-energy collisions of atoms wi
both photons and charged particles is predominantly cau
by the electron-electron interaction occurring during the
collisions. In describing the many-body dynamics of th
process@1#, the photon-induced double ionization of heliu
still provides a challenging task. Already the integrated pr
ability for double ionization, expressed by the ratio of to
cross sections for double to single ionization,R5s11/s1,
can therefore serve as a tool to investigate the propertie
bound and continuum wave functions as well as of the c
lision process itself. Of particular interest is the behavior
high photon energies for whichR is expected to approach a
asymptotic limit and detailed tests of the influence of ma
body correlations in the initial ground states and in co
tinuum final states should become possible.

For photoabsorption, which is the dominant process
low a photon energy of around 6 keV, early calculatio
predicted an asymptotic value ofRph

` close to 1.7%, which
recently has been experimentally confirmed@2–5#. In addi-
tion, fully ab initio calculations for photon energies from
threshold to asymptotically high energies have now beco
available@6#. For Compton scattering, on the other hand,
situation is less clear. A theoretical calculation for doub
ionization by Compton scattering@7# indicated that the ratio
RC should lie below the ratio for photon absorption. Detail
investigations of the nonrelativistic high-energy limit yielde
a theoretical value of'0.84% @8–10#, which is, with one
exception@11#, generally agreed on as the asymptotic val
Experimentally, the high-energy behavior for double ioniz
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tion by Compton scattering has not yet been firmly est
lished. Specifically, recent observations of the ratioRC re-
main in conflict. At incident photon energies between 40 a
120 keV observed values ofRC differ, ranging from 0.8% to
1.3% with errors smaller than the differences in the me
values. Moreover, the most recent observation of Bec
et al. @12# seems to indicate thatRC is still decreasing with
increasing photon energy at 120 keV.

One model for Compton scattering at high photon en
gies is based on the so-called ‘‘sudden approximation’’@3#.
In this case one electron is treated to be removed insta
neously and final-state interactions are neglected so tha
probability for double ionization mainly depends on th
overlap matrix element of the initial atomic ground state w
a continuum state of the ionized atom. Therefore in t
model the probability for double ionization is proportional
the one of single ionization. In contrast to photoabsorpti
which probes only certain parts of the electron wave fu
tion, the removal of the first electron via Compton scatter
does not depend on its actual momentum or position. A
consequence, any sudden process that fulfills the conditio
a nonselective probing of the electron wave functio
namely, high-energy Compton scattering and ionization fr
fast charged particles with high-energy transfer, should re
in one common value ofR @13#.

In the present paper we investigate both experiment
and theoretically the high-energy behavior of double ioni
tion by Compton scattering in the photon energy range
tween 40 and 100 keV. We focus on questions as to what
experimental value ofRC is and how quickly the asymptotic
regime is reached. We present an experimental investiga
of RC in an extended high-energy regime at 40, 80, and 1
keV together with calculations ofRC as a function ofEg up
to 100 keV. The experiments were performed with t
371 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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372 PRA 59L. SPIELBERGERet al.
COLTRIMS ~cold target recoil-ion momentum spectro
copy! method@14#, which provides for a unique control ove
the commonly discussed sources of possible errors in a m
surement ofR @15,16#. In this work parallel measuremen
were performed with independent spectrometers and de
tors to achieve a new quality of precision with respect
systematical errors. We observe small but significant de
tions from the asymptotic valueRC

`'0.84%. We interpret
this as indications of the persistence of the influence of fin
state correlations up to high photon energies. We will a
compare our results with recent data for charged-particle
lisions.

II. THEORY

We consider a helium atom interacting with a photon w
the Hamiltonian

H5 (
j 51,2

S ~pW j1AW /c!2

2
1ZT /r j D 11/r 12. ~1!

Quantum mechanically, since Compton scattering invol
both an incoming and an outgoing photon, the lowest or
matrix element comes from theA2 term in Eq.~1!. For reso-
nant Compton or resonant Raman scattering which occu
photon energies close to the resonance energy of a bo
transition, the (pW •AW )2 term is dominant. At high energie
well above resonances theA2 term provides the leading con
tribution.

The Compton scattering cross section for inelastic sca
ing from an arbitrary initial stateu i & to an arbitrary final state
u f & may be expressed in first order as@17–19#

S d2s

dedQ2D
C

5
pr 0

2

2k2F11S 12
Q2

2k2D 2GFI~e,Q2!, ~2!

with

FI~e,Q2!5E dVA2~e1e i !ZK fU(
j 51

N

eiQr jU i L Z2 ~3!

the inelastic transition form factor~proportional to the gen-
eralized oscillator strength@19#! for the N-electron atom in-
tegrated over all emission angles of the emitted electronV)
and weighted with the density of continuum final states.
the case of multiple ionization,FI is understood to include
an integral over emission angles of all electrons and
proper density of states.r 0 is the classical electron radiu

@r 05(1/137)2 a.u.#, QW 5kW i2kW f the momentum transfer b
the Compton scattered photon, ande i , f the energy of the
atomic initial ~final! state.

For the initial state we use a correlated Hylleraas state
the form

c i~rW1 ,rW2!5e2s~r 11r 2!/2(
n, j ,k

Cn, j ,ks
n1 j 1k~r 11r 2! j

3 j ~r 12r 2!kr 12
n , ~4!

wheren is integer,k even, andj both integer and half integer
a-

c-

a-

l-
o
l-

s
r

at
nd

r-

n

e

of

The use of fractional powers allows us to conveniently a
proximate the effect of the logarithmic Fock singularity@20#.
With 34 terms and variations of the coefficientsC ands we
obtain the ground state energyEi522.903 721 a.u. com-
pared to the Pekeris value@21# of 22.903 724 a.u.

The primary difficulty lies in expressing correlation in th
final-state wave function. For the latter we choose two d
ferent approximations:~a! a 2C final state

c t
2C~rW1 ,rW2!5

1

A2
@fkW1

~2 !
~rW1!fkW2

~2 !
~rW2!1fkW2

~2 !
~rW1!fkW1

~2 !
~rW2!#,

~5!

with

fkW
~2 !

~rW !5
1

~2p!3/2
eph/2G~11 ih!eikW•rW

3 1F1@2 ih,1,2 i ~kr1kW•rW !#, ~6!

consisting of two incoming Coulomb waves and~b! a 3C
final-state wave function containing the Coulomb distorti
factor for the electron-electron repulsion,

c f
3C~rW1 ,rW2!5c f

2C~rW1 ,rW2!D ~2 !~kW12,rW12!, ~7!

with

D ~2 !~kW12,rW12!5e2h12p/2G~12 ih12!

3 1F1@ ih;1;i ~k12r 121kW12rW12!# ~8!

andh1251/(2k12).
While the 2C function does not contain final-state corr

lations~apart from the Pauli correlations due to the antisy
metrization!, the 3C function contains Coulomb electron
electron correlations, albeit in a very approximate form. T
standard justification for the usage of the 3C function relies
on the fact that it satisfies the proper asymptotic bound
conditions for the Coulomb interacting particles@22,23# at
large distances. For evaluating the matrix elements@Eq. ~2!#
this is, however, of little relevance since the localized init
state effectively cuts off the spatial integrations forr @^r & i
and renders therefore the matrix elements to be rather in
sitive to the behavior of the wave functions at large d
tances. Our use of the 3C function relies on its behavior fo
asymmetric energy sharing 1/k12!1 at large energy trans
fers,DE, for which it constitutes the satisfactory represen
tion of the final-state correlations at small to intermedia
interparticle distances. We have recently shown that for p
toabsorption above photon energies of'1 keV, the 3C
function is reasonably accurate because it is the proper l
ing order perturbative solution to the correlation problem
large energy transfersDEph5\v @6#. In the present case o
Compton scattering at high photon energies the justifica
is less obvious. Unlike for photoabsorption, the energy tra
fer in Compton scattering,DEC , is much smaller than\v.
The energy transfer by Compton scattering lies in the ene
interval

0<DEC<EBE, ~9!

whereEBE denotes the binary-encounter~or backscattering!
limit
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EBE5\v
1

11mc2/~2 \v!
. ~10!

For primary photon energies of'100 keV, EBE
'28 keV. The energy differential cross section is on
weakly dependent onDEC for DEC,DEBE, while it falls
off precipitously in the region ofDEC.EBE, which is for-
bidden within two-body kinematics. For energy transfers
yond this binary-encounter limit, Compton scattering prob
high momentum components of the initial-state functi
@24#, very much like for photoabsorption. With increasin
photon energies, an increasing fraction of the energy tra
fers contributing to Compton scattering lies within the ran
of validity of the 3C approach. For example, at\v
5100 keV about 90% of the cross section originates fr
energy transfers above 1 keV. Nevertheless, even at
high energies a remaining fraction of<10% corresponds to
low-energy transfers outside the validity of the 3C approach.
This poses an intrinsic limit on the accuracy of the cro
section and, hence, on the resulting ratioRC .

Since for Compton scattering an increasingly large nu
ber of partial waves for the Compton scattered primary e
tron, l 1 , contribute, the evaluation of the double ionizati
cross section using the 3C final state poses a considerab
challenge. In our previous calculations@8#, the distortion fac-
tor was taken into account only for the lowest partial wav
l 150,1,2 where electron-electron correlation effects are p
sumed to be most important, while for higher partial wav
only uncorrelated Coulomb waves were used. We have n
implemented an evaluation procedure which permits the
clusion of the distortion factor for arbitrary high parti
waves. Briefly, we use forD (2) the integral representation

D~kW12,rW12!5
exp~2ph12/2!

G~ ih12!

3E
0

1

exp@2 i t ~k12r 121kW12•rW12!#

3t ih1221~12t !2 ih12dt. ~11!

Upon expansion of the plane wave factor

exp~2 i tkW12•rW12!5(
l

~2l 11!~2 i ! l j l~ ts12!Pl~g12!,

~12!

where we useg125cosuk̂12• r̂ 12
and s125k12r 12, the partial-

wave expansion becomes

D~kW12,rW12!5(
l

dl , ~13!

with
-
s

s-
e

ch

s

-
-

s
e-
s
w
-

dl~kW12,rW12!5exp~2ph12/2!G~12 ih12!

3
~2 is12!

lG~ l 1 ih12!

G~ ih12!•~2l 21!!! l •!

3Pl~g12!1F1~ l 1 ih12;2l 12;22is12!.

~14!

In the special case of the monopole term (l 50) we get

d0~k12,r 12!5exp~2ph12/2!G~12 ih12!

3 1F1~ ih12;2;22is12!, ~15!

and for the dipole term (l 51)

d15exp~2ph12/2!G~12 ih12!
r 12

2

3P1~g12! 1F1@11 ih12;4;22is12#. ~16!

Since the Hylleraas function as well as the distortion fa
tor depend explicitly on the coordinater 12, we expand the
product of the initial state and each partial-wave term of
distortion factor in terms of partial waves as

C0~r 1 ,r 2 ,r 12! 1F1@ l 1 ih12;2l 12;22ik12r 12#

5(
l 8

c l l 8~r 1 ,r 2!Pl 8~cosu12!, ~17!

where

c l l 8~r 1 ,r 2!5E
21

1

duC0„r 1 ,r 2 ,r 12~u!…

3 1F1@ l 1 ih12;2l 12;22ik12r 12~u!#Pl 8~u!

~18!

and r 12(u)5Ar 1
21r 2

222r 1r 2u.
This partial-wave expansion in the relative angular m

mentum conjugate to the angleg12 is then converted into a
partial-wave expansion of single-particle angular momen
For example, in the case of one electron remaining bo
~excitation ionization! we havekW125

1
2 kW1 and

s12
l Pl~g12!5

4p

2l 11 (
m52 l

l

k12
l Ylm* ~ k̂12!r 12

l Ylm~ r̂ 12!

5
4p

2l 11 (
m52 l

l

~k1/2! lYlm* ~ k̂1! ~19!

3 (
j 150,j 11 j 25 l

r 1
j 1r 2

j 2A 4p~2l 11!!

~2 j 111!! ~2 j 211!!

3Yj 1 j 2lm~ r̂ 1 , r̂ 2!. ~20!

For the double continuum, a similar expansion ofkW12 is
performed. In Eq.~20! Yj 1 j 2lm are the bipolar spherical har
monics.
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In the numerical results to be presented below we h
included partial waves for the ‘‘fast’’ electron up tol 1530
while for the slow electron we have terminated the expans
at l 256. In our evaluation we have used a discrete ps
dostate expansion for the slow electron~for double ioniza-
tion! or bound states~for excitation ionization! as discussed
in @6#. Within the state space of pseudostates, the Rydb
series of He1(n) is represented by typically the ten lowe
pseudostates while the remainder~typically of the order 30!
are associated with continuum states. Because of the disc
zation of the spectrum, the borderline between excitat
excitation ionization, and double ionization is therefore on
defined to within the cross section of61 pseudostates~the
highest bound vs the lowest continuum state!. Since the
double ionization cross section is only a small fraction of
excitation-ionization cross section~of the order of'1%),
the discretization therefore introduces an error of a few p
cent.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental setup

The experiment was done at the high-energy photon b
line ID15A at ESRF in Grenoble@25#. Radiation from both
an asymmetric multipole wiggler with a critical energy of 4
keV and a superconducting wavelength shifter with a criti
energy of 100 keV was monochromatized using a sin
horizontally focusing Laue-type bent Si crystal. The mon
chromator was located at a distance of about 55 m from
sources and the x-ray beam size on the monochromator
34.035.9 mm2. The crystal was bent so that the x-ray bea
was focused on the target at a distance of 8 m from the
monochromator.

Three different energies were selected for the experim
To keep the setup at a fixed Bragg angle, three reflect
from different crystals were used: Si 111, 311, and 331 c
responding to the energies 38.86, 74.41, and 97.80 keV
spectively. The asymmetric cut and the thickness of e
crystal were optimized to maximize the flux. In Table I th
energies, bandwidths, flux, bending radii, thicknesses,
asymmetric cuts of the crystals are shown. The flux is n
malized to 100 mA electron beam current.

At 38.85 keV the photon beam contained to about 2
photons from the third order reflection at 116.55 keV a
about 7% from the fourth order reflection at 155.4 keV. T
second order reflection was forbidden from the crystal geo
etry. Thus an influence of a high-energyRC , which can be
different from the main value at 38.85 keV, cannot be e
cluded, although it is expected to be a small effect. A d
cussion of such an effect will be given with the experimen
results. At the energies of 74.41 and 97.80 keV, no sign

TABLE I. The energies, bandwidths, fluxes, asymmetry cu
bending radii, and thicknesses of the Si crystals used.

hkl
Eg

~keV!
DEg

~keV!
Flux

~counts/sec! x(°) r ~m! t ~mm!

111 38.86 1.98 4.231013 35.26 221.6 2
311 74.41 3.61 3.831013 7.24 218.5 5
331 97.80 4.76 2.731013 13.26 218.7 5
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cant contributions from higher-order reflections were co
tained in the beam, as they were strongly suppressed by
flux of the source at those energies.

The photon beam was collimated to 2-mm width a
4-mm height by means of two sets of tungsten four-jaw sl
0.55 m and 0.95 m upstream of the target. It entered into
experimental chamber through a 0.5 mm thick Be window
magnet with an inhomogeneous field of up to 180 G w
placed right behind the entrance window to prevent seco
ary electrons produced in the window from reaching the t
get area. The beam was intersected with a cold (,1 K) su-
personic helium jet with a density of 531012 atoms/cm2

and a diameter of 2.5 mm. The background pressure
131027 mbar.

The target volume was placed in the area of a homo
neous electrostatic field, which projected the ions onto a
sition sensitive channel plate detector~PSCD! with wedge-
and-strip anode readout~COLTRIMS ion spectrometer!.
This spectrometer will be described in more detail later.

The beam left the chamber through a 0.5-mm-thick
window located 0.87 m downstream from the target, and w
dumped behind collimating lead bricks to shield against s
ondary particles created at the beam dump.

The experiment was performed during the 16-bunch m
of the ESRF, which corresponds to 176-nsec time differe
between successive beam pulses. The time-of-flight~TOF! of
the ions was measured with respect to the pulse refere
signal delivered by the storage ring. As the ion TOF was
the range of a fewmsec, the full TOF distribution was
‘‘wrapped around’’: the full TOF was cut into parts of 176
nsec length which were summed up in a spectrum of
length. The position signals, pulse height, and the TOF sp

,

FIG. 1. Sketch of the double COLTRIMS spectrometer. T
position-sensitive channel-plate detectors are equipped with we
and-strip readout, the ion time of flight is determined with respec
the beam pulse. Both spectrometer halves were successively
for ion detection with appropriate directions of the extraction fie
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FIG. 2. Recoil-ion position distribution taken with lens spectrometer for the complete detector in a linear intensity scale~a! and for an
enlarged area around the target in a log scale~b!. The target volume is focused into the round spot, the ions created in ionization o
residual gas are focused into the lower diffuse spot.~c!, ~e! Time-of-flight distributions before and after background reduction~see text!. The
part around the He21 peak was multiplied by 50. Detector pulse height distributions before~dashed line! and after background reduction fo
thez-stack detector~d! and the chevron detector~f!. The background-reduced distributions for the He1 charge state are given in solid line
for the He21 charge state in filled circles. They were multiplied by 3 and 75~d! and 25~f!, respectively. The data were taken atEg

580 keV.
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trum were recorded in ‘‘list mode,’’ allowing for an even
by-event off-line correlation between these quantities.

The COLTRIMS spectrometer used here was designed
the coincident detection of the recoiling ion and an elect
resulting from a Compton process. Therefore it was a co
bination of two independent spectrometers and detec
with a common extraction field~in x direction! directed per-
pendicular to the photon and gas beams (z and y direction,
respectively!. This geometry is schematically shown in Fi
1. One spectrometer~in the following called ‘‘homogeneous
field spectrometer’’! was built in a Wiley-McLaren geometry
@26# with an acceleration region of lengthse54.5 cm and a
drift path of 23se59 cm to ensure a TOF focusing of pa
ticles which started at differentx positions into one common
time of flight. The opposite spectrometer~in the following
called ‘‘lens spectrometer’’! was equipped with a sudden po
tential step within the acceleration field, which provides
focusing of different starting positions of the particle traje
tories in they-z plane into one common detection positio
in addition to the TOF focusing@27#. Both the TOF and
position focusing are in first order independent of the io
or
n
-
rs

-

s

initial momentum. The lens spectrometer was equipped w
a double channel plate detector in chevron geometry wit
total voltage of 1950 V over the channel plates, the hom
geneous field spectrometer with a triple channel platez-stack
detector, operated with 2500 V overall voltage. In this wo
these two COLTRIMS spectrometers were used for ion
tection only, to perform two independent measurements
RC in successively applying appropriate directions of the
traction field.

B. Data analysis

The data were recorded with a low discrimination thres
old to ensure the maximal ion detection efficiency. Theref
the raw spectra contain to a large amount background ev
due to the detection of scattered photons or noise from e
tromagnetic signals from the environment, resulting in a n
clear TOF structure as displayed in Fig. 2~c!. In addition, this
background leads to a pulse height distribution which dec
practically exponentially from threshold. The dashed lines
Figs. 2~d! and 2~f! show this distribution for both detectors
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with the homogeneous field spectrometer (z-stack detector!
having a considerably larger background contamination@Fig.
2~d!#. The TOF spectrum in Fig. 2~c! was taken with the
homogeneous field spectrometer, corresponding to F
2~d!. The position distribution taken with the lens spectro
eter is displayed in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. Here, the target vol-
ume given by the overlap region of the photon and g
beams is focused into a spot of about 232 mm2 which is
offset in the positivey direction by the supersonic jet mo
mentum of 5.9 a.u. The ions created in the residual gas a
the photon beam are focused into the diffuse lower spot
using the benefits of this well localized target area, the p
tion sensitivity of the imaging detector, and the list-mo
data procedure, a highly efficient off-line background red
tion can be performed in selecting only a small windo
around the jet area on the position sensitive recoil ion de
tor for further analysis. In this way, the background eve
outside the target volume are excluded in a controlled m
ner. As a verification of this background reduction, the pu
height distribution, shown in Figs. 2~d! and 2~f! for the He1

charge state~solid lines! and for the He21 charge state~filled
circles!, now exhibits a narrow peak as a response of
z-stack detector to the ions, and a broader distribution for
chevron detector. In both cases the pulse height distribu
for both helium charge states is well separated from
threshold at low pulse heights and the overflow at h
pulses. The TOF distribution after background reducti
shown in Fig. 2~e!, now clearly shows the peaks of bo
helium charge states. Here, as for the rest of the data an
sis, a selection of 232 mm2 for the lens spectrometer an

FIG. 3. Pulse height distribution for He1 ions detected with the
z-stack detector operated at 2500 V total amplification voltage.
preacceleration for the ions before hitting the channel plate
2500 V ~dashed line! and 1250 V~solid line!. Both distributions are
normalized to an identical maximum value.
s.
-

s

ng
In
i-

-

c-
s
n-
e

e
e
n
e
h
,

ly-

939 mm2 for the homogeneous field spectrometer we
used. This window fully encloses the target spot. The d
analysis procedure was carried out for the independent
sets taken with the two spectrometers, yielding two fu
independent values ofRC at one photon energy. ForEg

597.80 keV, only one measurement with the homogene
field spectrometer was made.

The characteristics of the COLTRIMS method ensure
identical collection efficiency of both He charge states due
identical solid angles, since the well localized target p
duced by the the supersonic jet in combination with the la
extraction field results in a full 4p collection of all He ions,
independent of their charge state. This is verified in imag
the target by the position sensitive detector: no He ionizat
was observed outside the target position. Furthermore, a
ondary charge exchange of the He ions created in the Co
ton process in collisions with the residual gas particles
be excluded by the low target chamber pressure outside
target volume.

Additionally, different cross checks were made to cont
further possible systematic errors in the measurement ofRC .

~a! Independent sets of measurements were taken
2500 V and 1250 V preacceleration projecting the ions o
the z-stack detector~homogeneous field spectrometer! while
keeping the overall detector voltage constant. In this way,RC
is checked against a possible influence of the detection
ciency on the different impact velocities of both He char
states on the detector. The resulting pulse height distribut
for the He1 charge state are displayed in Fig. 3. Both pre
celerations yield the same width of the pulse height distri
tion relative to its center position, with the latter bein
shifted by 150 channels towards lower pulse heights for
lower preacceleration. It is well separated from the thresh
still, and no difference in the resultingRC could be observed
This demonstrates that the measurements were made
detection regime which ensures an equal detection efficie
for both helium charge states. The data presented here
taken with the larger preacceleration voltage.

~b! Complementarily, at a fixed preacceleration value s
eral lower ‘‘software thresholds’’ have been applied in t
data analysis. The resulting deviation ofRC from the zero-
threshold value (RC)0 is displayed for both detectors i
Table II. The threshold value used is given in relative un
@analog-to-digital converter~ADC! channels#, corresponding
to the pulse height distributions given in Figs. 2~d! and 2~f!.
The result demonstrates a clear independence ofRC for a
significantly extended range of lower thresholds. This in
cates that within this range the detector response was id
cal for both helium charge states. Therefore the loss
counts due to the threshold is identical for both charge sta
The final results forRC were extracted for a zero softwar

e
s

tor
the
t

TABLE II. Deviation of RC at Eg580 keV as a function of a lower ‘‘software threshold’’ on the detec
pulse height. Given is the value@RC2(RC)0#, the threshold value in ADC channels, corresponding to
pulse height distributions given in Figs. 2~d! and 2~f!. The results forRC given in Table III were extracted a
0 threshold.

Threshold~channels!: 0 100 200 300 350 400 425 450
z stack: 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.01 10.03 10.05 10.07 10.10
Chevron: 0.00 0.00 10.01 10.04 10.07 10.12 10.14 10.16
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threshold. As a consequence, any influence of different p
height distributions for both charge states onRC can be ex-
cluded. The increase ofRC towards larger software thresh
olds demonstrates a larger loss of He1 compared to the He21

events, as the pulse height distribution is centered at slig
larger values for the He21 charge state@see Figs. 2~d! and
2~f!#. This effect is larger for the chevron detector~lens spec-
trometer! which shows the broader pulse height distributio
This is a clear demonstration of the possible influence
experimental values ofR by a detection threshold, which
however, can clearly be excluded only by the data acqu
tion and data analysis methods applied here.

~c! Data were taken with the magnet at the entrance w
dow both switched on and switched off. No change in the
production rate and inRC could be observed, excluding an
observable influence of secondary electrons produced in
entrance window on the total ionization rate.

~d! More strongly, ionization due to secondary particl
either entering through the entrance window or produced
the experimental chamber, such as stray photons, secon
low-energy photons, or secondary charged particles, is
restricted to the well defined photon beam position. As
result, He ionization would have to occur along an extend
region of the gas jet. No He ions could be observed outs
the target beam spot defined by the overlap of gas jet
photon beam, strictly excluding any ionization due to s
ondary particles.

~e! The photon energy distribution was measured with
Ge detector in analyzing Compton backscattered pho
from the entrance window. For all three photon energies
contribution of photons of an energy lower than the m
energy could be found. This observation excludes any in
ence of ionization due to Compton scattering of low
energy photons traveling with the beam than the main
ergy. This method is significant down to a photon energy
the range of 10 keV, as absorption of the scattered photon
the air and the detector window is increasing with decreas
photon energy.

~f! Photons traveling with the beam of an energy below
keV would lead to a significant contribution of ionizatio
from photoabsorption. This process is characterized b
well defined recoil-ion momentum, compensating for t
photoelectron momentum@28#. Since the deviation of the
recoil-ion detection position from its center is proportional
its momentum and therefore proportional to the absor
photon energy, the small acceptance window for the rec
ion position in the data analysis excludes photoabsorp
events for photons above a given energy. For the lens s
trometer the window is equivalent to an acceptance of H1

ions with a momentum in they-z plane up to 3.3 a.u., dis
criminating against photoabsorption events withEg

TABLE III. Experimental results.

Eg ~keV!
RC ~%!

~homogeneous field spectrometer!
RC ~%!

~lens spectrometer!

38.86 0.9860.04 0.9860.1
74.41 0.9460.04 0.9360.05
97.80 0.9860.09
se
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.200 eV. A possible contamination of such low-ener
photons in the main beam cannot enter into the target ch
ber as they are completely filtered out by the entrance w
dow. For the homogeneous field spectrometer, due to
large target size on the detector, the window correspond
an acceptance of a larger He1 momentum of 17 a.u. in the
y-z plane.

~g! At Eg5100 keV, data were taken without the He ta
get during about 1/3 of the experimental time with He. N
peak structure could be observed at the He21 TOF position,
ensuring that no possible contribution ofH2

1 ionization
from the residual gas was contaminating the experiment

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The experimental results are given in Table III and d
played together with the calculations in Fig. 4. With the e
ception of the value for the lens spectrometer atEg
'40 keV, where the statistics was comparatively poor,
remaining error bars are dominated to equal parts by sta
tics and the subtraction of the remaining background a
the off-line data analysis procedure.

Within the range of photon energies of 40<\v
<100 keV investigated, the ratioRC is not found to be sig-
nificantly energy dependent. Within the error bars, our d
are consistent with the earlier measurement at 58 keV
RC'0.85. Our data are in agreement with the values
ported by Beckeret al. @12#, although the center values ar
systematically lower by about 30%. The latter data have s
nificantly larger error bars. Both the 2C and the 3C calcula-
tions reproduce the weak energy dependence of the data
3C calculation gives consistently higher values than theC
calculation for the ratio and therefore shows a better ag
ment with the data.

At Eg'40 keV our experimental value is given. As in th
photon beam the third-order reflection was contained to 2
and the fourth to 7%, the possible differences of the ‘‘tru
values of RC at Eg5116.55 keV, DR(117), and atEg

FIG. 4. Ratio of double to single ionization after Compton sc
tering. This experiment, solid circles; this calculation, solid li
(3C) and dash-dotted line (2C). Other experimental values: soli
square, Spielbergeret al. @35#; open triangles, Beckeret al. @12#;
open square, Wehlitzet al. @36#. Arrows, calculated values ofRC

` :
Andersson and Burgdo¨rfer ~And! @8#; Surić et al. ~Sur! @9#; Korn-
berg and Miraglia~Kor! @10#; Amusia and Mikhailov~Amu! @11#.
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5155.4 keV, DR(155), to the ‘‘true’’ value at Eg
538.85 keV,R(38.95), lead to a change of our experime
tal valueRexpt

40 according to

Rexpt
40 5R~38.95!10.05DR~155!10.19DR~117!. ~21!

Here, the decrease of the total Compton scattering cross
tion was taken into account@30#. As from the calculations
bothDR(117) andDR(155) are expected to be smaller th
0.04%, the resulting correction to the experimental va
would be on the order ofDR,0.01%, which is small com-
pared to the error bars.

We interpret our finding of a practically constantRC sig-
nificantly higher thanRC

`50.84 as an indication of a ver
slow convergence towards the asymptotic value. Thus
influence of final-state correlations seems to persist up
high photon energies. This can be understood since the
ergy transfers in the Compton scattering process sho
broad distribution. As discussed above, even at\v
5100 keV, a considerable fraction of the double ionizati
cross section is associated with two-electron final states
a two-electron energy of only a few keV. For the latte
electron-electron correlations during the collision and in
final state are known to be important from correspond
photoabsorption data leading to an increase of the ratio b
to a factor 2. The low-energy tail of the energy transfer d
tribution also limits the accuracy of our calculations.

Although within this pictureRC is well understood in the
energy regime investigated here, the behavior ofRC at larger
energies still remains of interest. Due to the slow conv
gence toRC

` , such an investigation has to be done at pho
energies significantly larger than the highest energy u
here. At higher energies, however, relativistic effects
Compton scattering as well as pair production above 1
MeV may become increasingly important. It is not clear th
RC remains unchanged in the relativistic regime. As t
available photon flux is decreasing with increasing ene
such an experimental work seems to be beyond the capab
of today’s synchrotron radiation facilities. More promising
an investigation ofRC as a function of the photon energ
transfer, where the different regimes from large energy tra
fer, which should be equivalent to the asymptotic regim
down to small energy transfer, can be studied separa
Such an experiment requires an angular resolved detectio
the scattered photon coincident to the ion detection. Com
mentarily, a momentum analysis of the emitted electrons
coincidence to the ion yields the same information. In a fi
attempt to achieve this aim, a coincident momentum de
mination of one emitted electron and the recoiling ion w
done in the same beam time in which this work has b
carried out. We plan to publish the results in the future.
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Our results permit an interesting comparison with ve
recent data for charged-particle collisions. The quantum a
plitudes for both Compton scattering and scattering by f
charged particles are proportional to the atomic scatte

factor ^ f ueikW f•rWu i &. This means that Compton scattering da
can be directly compared with data for fast charged partic
@13,31,32# under the condition that the first Born approxim
tion is valid for both processes and that the energy transfe
large. In particular, the ratio of double to single ionizatio
for Compton scattering may be compared to that for char
particles. Recent measurements of Cocke and co-wor
@33# at 4, 5, and 10 MeV proton collisions have yielde
values of 1.34%, 1.28%, and 1.2%, respectively. These n
bers are systematically higher than ours by'30%. The ori-
gin of this discrepancy is not yet understood. One poss
origin lies in the slow convergence to the perturbative lim
for charged-particle collisions as a function of the transfer
energy. Note that the equivalence of the charged-particle
tio and the ratio for Compton scattering requires that
final-state interaction with the projectile is entirely neg
gible. Under the kinematic conditions of the charged-parti
experiment@33#, where the double ionization is initiated by
binary-encounter collision, the projectile propagates ‘‘in b
tween’’ the slow and the fast electron in both momentum a
coordinate space. It is therefore expected to perturb the fi
state correlation between the two electrons even at high
locities. While this effect should be small at sufficiently hig
energies, it may not be negligible at the energies investiga
in @33#. We also note that the earlier experiment by Wuet al.
@34# probes a different kinematic region yielding ratios
closer agreement with the present data, however, wit
much larger error bar. More experimental and theoreti
work appears to be necessary to unravel the relationship
tween these different experimental data sets.
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